Transform Your 2018
By Dr. Larry Little, CEO, Eagles Center for Leadership
2018 could be a year of transformation for your leadership on a personal and professional level.
I’ve had the privilege of working with organizations of all sizes, in many different industries, and
in many different parts of the world, and I can tell you that there is one thing that fast-growing
and successful companies all have in common: great leadership. Not only at the top, but
throughout their organization, the most successful companies are the ones who invest in their
most valuable asset: their people.
At Eagle Center for Leadership, we’ve spent the last 10 years learning how to improve and grow
the leadership lids of leaders in all walks of life and stages of business, and one of the universal
leadership lesson’s that we’ve learned is this:
Leadership begins where you are.
You can’t wait until you reach a certain revenue goal, number of employees, or find enough time
to start investing in your leadership and leading your team well. You must start today, exactly
where you’re at.
This is why we partnered with HTG to create Transformational Leadership, a unique program
that delivers customized resources and tools to you depending on where you’re at in the
Entrepreneurial Journey.
•
•
•
•

Muscle and feel
Managing to what “good” looks like
Building teams and strategy
Leading towards legacy

((Find out where you land by taking the Transformational Leadership quiz here.))
This year-long series is designed to give you and the leaders in your company the training that
you need to transform your leadership and reach your business goals as you progress through
the Entrepreneurial Journey.
We’re kicking off Transformational Leadership in Q1 during a special Wednesday session of
HTG’s quarterly meetings, and I can’t wait for you to experience everything that we have worked
with HTG to put together for you.
On January 31, we will focus on “Leading from The Core”. Special guest speaker Dave King,
former Director of Shuttle Processing with NASA, will share with you the personal leadership
lessons he learned from his front-row seat to one of the most tragic accidents in the history of
NASA- the Shuttle Columbia Disaster. I’ve has the privilege of walking with Dave through his

leadership journey for the last 10 years, and I know that his story will move, inspire, and
challenge you in your own leadership.
Afterwards, you will break out into your specific leadership group based on the results of your
Transformational Leaderships Quiz, and work with one of our Eagle facilitators to gain
customized leadership resources, tips, and tools for where you’re at right now, aimed at helping
you get to the next level of the leadership ladder.
I believe that you have the capability to be a great leader, and the Transformational Leadership
program is the first step that you can take right now towards accomplishing your goals, growing
your business, and increasing your leadership lid. I’m truly honored to be working with you and
the other leaders at HTG, and I look forward to walking with you on your Entrepreneurial
Journey.
Choose to make a difference by investing in your leadership, and 2018 will be a year of
transformation for your leadership and your company.

